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CHAPTER I
. IHTRODTJCTION !
A study of forty-one schizophrenic patients with regard to the de-
gree of economic and social adjustment attained in the community one year
after hospitalization was undertaken to find to what extent the post-
hospital adjustment, both economic and social, compared with the adjust-
ment before hospitalization. The study furthermore was designed to find
what was done by the social service workers to help the patient achieve '
this adjustment and to answer the following questions. What role did the
j
social worker play? Vi/hat particular skills and techniques did the worker
!
employ? To v/hat degree was the patient able to regain his former economic
and social adjustment?
h
The study was made at the Metropolitan State Hospital in Waltham,
|
Massachusetts, Examination of the Metropolitan State Hospital's discharge
file revealed the number of patients with the diagnosis of Schizophrenia,
The following criteria were used to select the records for study,
j
Discharge from the hospital must have occurred during the five-year
!
period from October, 1940 to October, 1945, This period was chosen both
j
to limit the number of cases for study and to represent a period in which
employment was available. Thus were eliminated many of the unfavorable
factors that would have existed if a period of economic depression had
been selected.
Of the above records, only those of patients who were hospitalized
for the first time were studied. Thus the group was made more homogene-
ous and could be evaluated as a whole, I
The Metropolitan State Hospital was opened in October, 1930 as a
w^
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transfer hospital. However, in April, 1943, the hospital became an ad-
mission hospital caring for persons in the metropolitan area of the state.
Patients whose records shov/ed hospitalization in more than one hos-
pital, but who were merely moved from one institution to another without
time spent in the community, were considered as having only one admission.
Forty-one cases fell xmder these criteria.
These cases included fifteen males and twenty-six females. All but
two were white. There was a wide scatter in the ages of patients upon ad-
mission, The ages varied from one twelve year old girl to a fifty-eight
year old woman. The median age was 31, There were three patients be-
tween 15 and 19, six between 20 and 24, five between 25 and 29, ten be-
tween 30 and 34, four between 35 and 39, six between 40 and 44, three be-
tween 45 and 49, two between 50 and 54 (TABLE l). Length of hospital res-
idence ranged from under six months to over twenty years. Eleven of the
forty-one remained in the hospital less than six months, nine less than a
year, six less than four years, six less than six years, two less than
nine years, three less than fifteen, three less than eighteen, and one
over twenty-one. Table II shovirs the length of hospitalization more clear-
ly*
The case study method was used in this study. The data was col-
lected case by case by examination of recorded material; i,e,, case rec-
ords of the Metropolitan State Hospital, The statistics were compiled
from examination of the data. Limitations encoxmtered were mainly the
completeness of the records as to material, and the problem of subjec-
tivity, In some instances, consultation with the case worker who had
originally written the case material was held and so helped the writer
to interpret the material more clearly. Each record contained identify-
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TABLE I
AGE OF PATIENTS AT DATE OF AMISSION
Years Number
10 - 14 1
15 - 19 3
20 - 24 6
25 • 29 5
30 - 34 10
35 39 4
40 - 44 6
45 • 49 3
50 - 54 2
55 • 59 1
Total IT
TABLE II.
LENGTH OF PATIENT'S STAY IN HOSPITAL
EXCLUSIVE OF TRIAL VISIT
Length of stay Nvimber
Under 6 months 11
6 - 11 " 9
1 - 3 years 6
4 - 6 ” 6
7 - 9 " 2
10 - 12 ” 0
13 - 15 ” 3
16 - 18 " 3
19 - 21 " 0
Over 21 " 1
Total ^
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4ing data, medical history, laboratory findings, ward and staff notes,
Eind correspondence. The schedule^ used in collecting the material in-
cluded items of age, race, education, economic and social status before
and after hospitalization, and evaluation of social service participation.
The schedules were completed, the material studied, analyzed, and evalu-
ated.
I
1
1 For a copy of the schedule, see Appendix A,
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CHAPTER II
SCHIZOPHRENIA
In 1896, Kraepelin first made his important differentiation
between the manic-depressive psychosis and dementia praecox, the
latter term was more or less generally accepted. The term has,
hov/ever, two principal drawbacks: first, many so-called "demen-
tia praecox" do not show a permanent dementia; second, many of
them have developed outside the adolescent period,
In 1911, Bleuler introduced the term "schizophrenia" to des-
ignate all cases of functional mental disturbance, with the ex-
ception of typical manic-depressive cases. He suggested all such
conditions as dementia praecox, paranoid states, hallucinosis,
prison psychoses, and conditions which might be referred to as
abnormalities of make-up were manifestations of one underlying
morbid process, which could be briefly characterized as a
"splitting of the personality".
There is no doubt that Kraepelin' s opinion of the prognosis
is in the majority of cases correct but Bleuler *s wider concep-
tion allows for improvement or arrest which is not uncommon,
"This disease may come to a standstill at any stage and many of
its symptoms may clear up very much or altogether, but if it
progresses it leads to dementia of a definite character," (Bleu-
ler)
Schizophrenia involves principally the affective life and
expresses itself in disorder of feeling, of conduct, and of
thought, and in an increasing withdrawal of interest from the
environment
The cause of this condition is still obscure ,
The great majority start about puberty and adolescence and it
has been estimated that two-thirds occur between the fifteenth
and the thirtieth year,
Heredity plays a part in schizophrenia, Approxiiriately
60 to 60 per cent of cases have a family record of mental ill-
ness, • ••,*,
Exciting factors in the sense of immediate precipitate of
the illness are often apparently wanting; but a certain propor-
tion of cases begin in association with such stresses as toxic
infectious illness, pregnancy and the puerperium, financial
and domestic difficulties and love affairs, ,
Schizophrenia is a type of mental disorder which, in con-
trast to the manic-depressive psychosis, develops slowly and
insidiously over a long period of months and years, , , . . ,
In the yast majority of cases a close analysis of the history
show that the patient has exhibited peculiarities and oddities
which perhaps did not have any special significance until the
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1grosser symptoms presented themselves*
There is some disagreement as to the number of types or forms in
schizophrenia. V/hile four subdivisions are fairly distinct, it is
noted that there could be "as many groups as there were individuals"^
since the several foms are not always well defined. In Massachusetts
'
state hospitals for the mentally ill, five types are considered in the
differential diagnoses of schizophrenia: simple schizophrenia, cata-
tonia, hebephrenia, paranoid, and other types (type undetermined).
The first four of these are described by Strecker:
1, Simple Schizophrenia—rapid deterioration of emotion-
al life as we measure it: a paralysis of interest and
the appearance of apathy,
2, Hebephrenia—distinguished by "silliness", smiling
and laughter inappropriate to the expressed ideas
and incongruous with them. There are apt to be vague
paranoid ideas, neologistic formation, and usually
hallucination which apparently contribute to the fan-
tasy life of the patient and are pleasing to him,
3, Catatonia—marked by phases of stupor and excitement.
Catatonic stupor may show resistive phases with nega-
tivistic behavior and suggestible phases with cata-
liptic symptoms. There is impulsive stereotyped con-
duct and hallucinosis,
4, Paranoid
—
perhaps this type is particularly marked by
the fact that there is retained, for a longer period
of time than in other types, a relatively closer ap-
proximation or parallelism between thought content and
the emotional expression. Delusions with a persecu-
tory and grandiose content supported by hallucinations
are common. Often, the symptoms seem to represent
1 D, K. Henderson and R, D. Gillespie, A Textbook of Psychia-
try
,
second edition, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1940), pp, 200,
2oT, 209.
2 Ibid., p. 210
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5, Other types (type undetermined). As previously men-
tioned, the form in schizophrenia is not always well
defined and in some cases cannot be determined. This
fifth type is used in Massachusetts ’ state hospitals
for these cases.
The differential diagnoses of the patients studied showed a scatter^
I (TABLE III), One of the forty-one patients was diagnosed as Simple
Schizophrenia, Two of them were diagnosed as Hebephrenia, Fourteen
i patients were diagnosed as Catatonia and seventeen. Paranoid, Seven
I
patients were diagnosed as Schizophrenia—Other types (type undetermined),
! TABLE III
I
i! DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES OF SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS STUDIED
I'
> —
» » J ± L I « P - '
Differential Diagnoses Number
Catatonia 14
1
: Hebephrenia 2
I
Paranoid 17
ii
ij Sxmple •••••••• 1
j!
other Types (type undetermined). . , 7
I
““
' Total 41
j
Thus 75,6 per cent of the patients studied were foxmd divided between the
I
catatonic and paranoid types. Many psychiatrists agree that a rapid,
' abrupt, stormy onset, such as is usually found in the catatonic type, is
' a favorable omen indicating recovery. Opinions differ on the paranoid
II
I
»
1 Edward A, Strecker, Fundamentals of Psychiatry
.
(Philadel-
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type* Some agree that chances of recovery are high, while others give
this type an unfavorable rating in possible recovery*
The treatment in schizophrenia consists of an attempt to prevent the
personality from withdrawing from the environment, and to rescue the part
that has already been withdravm by detaching the ego from the symptoms*
Specific therapies such as prolonged narcosis, insulin shock therapy, and
convulsive therapy may be used in the treatment of schizophrenia* In
addition to the specific therapies, psychiatrists are favorably inclined
toward the use of psychotherapy* This procedure is first carried out by
the physician and supplemented by nursing, occupational therapy, and social
work*
1/Yhen the patients* interests are again free to seek expression in
reality, Hensie states "the purpose of the aids to the physician is to
help the patient to establish, to maintain, and to enlarge his interests
in as many environment activities as are commensurate with his capacity."^
"Of the specific diagnoses made in state, veterans*, county, city,
and psycopathic hospitals, a diagnosis of schizophrenia leads among first
admissions to all hospitals for the permanent care of psychiatric patients
2
and among discharges from hospitals for mental diseases*”
1 Leland E* Hensie, Syllabus of Psychiat^—A Guide to General
Orientation* (Utica, New York: ^tate iHospital !Press, l^sS), p* 280*
IT* S* Dept* of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Patients in Mental
Institutions, 1940, p. 15*
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CHAPTER III
ECONOMIC AMD SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
It is the purpose of this study to find to what extent forty-one
schizophrenic patients v/ere able to achieve economic and social adjustment
after being hospitalized.
To accomplish this, an analysis of occupations held by patients prior
to hospital admittance was made (TABLE IV), These were compared to jobs
being held one year after hospitalization. Eight job classifications were
used: professional services, public services, clerical occupations,
skilled occupations, send- and unskilled occupations, domestic and per-
sonal services, students, and unemployed. By this method of classifica-
tion it was possible to note changes in occupation and economic status.
Of the forty-one patients, six cases improved economically, fifteen
dropped to a lov/er economic status, and tv/enty patients remained in the
same pre-admission occupational classification.
The group that showed improvement included three men and three women.
The t-z/enty-six year old man, who prior to hospitalization made his living
doing odd jobs and leading a sort of tramp life, found a position as res-
taurant manager in one of a large chain of restaurants. The woman who had
been supported by the father of her illegitimate child, became better ad-
justed economically as a cook in a large woman's college. Through her
financial independence, she was able to lead a productive life in the
community. Two young men, formerly dependent and with no work experience,
were successfully placed^ one as a dishwasher in a restaurant and the
other as a kitchen boy in a private mental institution. The thirty-six
year old woman who kept house for her sister who was herself hospitalized
. t
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TABLE IV
PRE- AND POST-HOSPITAL OCCUPATIONS
OF
FORTY-ONE SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS
Pre-hospital Occupations Class No«
Professional services 8 4 i 2 1 1
Public services 7 1 ! 1
Clerical 6 4 i 1 2 1
Skilled 5 8 *: 1 2 3 2
Semi-skilled and unskilled 4 12 i 2 8 1 1
Domestic and personal 3
t
1 : 1
services •
•
In school 2 2 : 1 1
Unemployed 1
._9 :* 6 2 1
Total 41 !
•
•
Post-hospital Occupations12345678
because of mental illness, achieved financial independence. Her job
helped to ease a difficult family situation and provided the patient with
interests outside of her sister's home. The twenty-four year old girl
was taught office work by her former employers sind fovind great satisfac-
tion in this position. She had always wanted to do clerical work but
could not afford training because of family responsibilities. After re-
covering from her mental illness, she decided to study but was offered
training by her employers when they heard of her plans.
The greatest change in economic status occurred in the fifteen cases
that dropped below their pre-admission occupational adjustment. Twelve
patients fell from occupational classes 8, 7, 6, and 5 to classes 4, 3,
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2, and 1, Four of these patients became unemployable. Two were patients
that formerly held positions in the professional services class, one in
clerical occupations, and one in the skilled occupational group.
Twenty patients remained in the same pre-admission occupational
classification. Eight remained in the semi-skilled and unskilled occupa-
tions, one in school, six in the unemployed, tvfo in skilled occupations,
one in clerical, and two in public and professional services.
Social service workers were active in placing nine of the patients
and assisting four in job finding.
Many patients do not have relatives who can assist in a financial way
and it is necessary, if the patient is to return to the community, that
some means be found for their support. To find positions for patients
takes considerable time, skill, and patience. The individual who has lost
self-confidence and dreads living outside of the institution needs more
attention than the individual who has a family and the assurance of a po-
sition, The social worker must be discriminating since her time is lim-
ited, Other conditions must be considered also. Living conditions, con-
tacts with fellow employees, opportunities for recreation—these need par-
ticular attention in the case of the schizophrenic patient,
”The direction of case work treatment with the post-schizophrenic
patient is toward synthesis of the patient’s personality, the aim being
to aid in whatever way possible the repression of the conflicts precipi-
tating the breakdown, decrease in self preoccupation, and the diversion
1
of the patient's energies toward normal external interests,
1 Rowena Ryerson, "Case Work v/ith Schizophrenic Patients Treated
with Shock Therapies”, The Family
,
26:292, December, 1945,
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The patient’s social life is of equal concern if the post-schizophren-
ic patient is to succeed in the conmrunity. We know the typical schizo-
phrenic is an introverted, seclusive, reserved individual. The writer
devised a four point scale so that pre- and post-hospital social adjust-
ment might be evaluated (TABLE V). A poor adjustment is interpreted as
having loose connections with family and a lack of extra-familial activi-
ties, fair as having satisfactory family associations and activities with
occasional extra-familial activities, good as enjoying satisfactory family
and group associations with interest in community and social functions,
excellent as making good family and group relationships with active par-
ticipation in community, church, or other organized activities.
Eight patients were classified as having poor pre-hospital adjust-
ment, fourteen as fair, twelve as good, five as excellent. Two cases
lacked sufficient information for evaluation. Thirteen patients were
classified as making a poor' post-hospital adjus'fcment, fourteen fair, nine
good, and four excellent. One case could not be classified (TABLE V).
TABLE V
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF 41 SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS
Social Adjustment
Prior- and Post-
Hospitalization
Excellent 5 4
Good 12 9
Fair 14 14
Poor 8 13
Not classified
_2 _1
Total 41 41
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Eighteen patients regained the same degree of social adjustment as ''
prior to admission, eight improved, tv/elve fell below their previous
j
I
classifications, and three cases could not be classified.
We see here, as in the economic adjustment, that the greatest number
of the forty-one patients regained the same degree of social adjustment
and lead the ssone kind of post-hospital existence as was led prior to ad-
|
mission. It is interesting to note that these individuals were formerly
occupied in the semi-skilled or xmskilled jobs and were only rated as jl
fair on a social level. However, more cases achieved a better adjustment
socially than economically,
j
On the whole it may be said that the group gained slightly more so-
1
cially than economically. This may be explained by the fact that the
j
intellect in some instances is impaired, a fact which makes it necessary
for the individual to seek employment on a lower level. These individuals
ij
are sometimes happier and find more satisfaction in this type of employ-
ment and are able to make more satisfying social relationships,
;
In the following chapter, we will be able to see the social worker's I
role in assisting these social and economic adjustments, and the various
skills and techniques employed by the worker.
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CHAPTER IV
SOCIAL SERVICE PARTI ClPATIOM
V/hat role did the social worker play in helping the patient achieve I
social ajid economic adjustment in the community? What particular skills
|
and techniques did the worker employ?
"The average schizoid individual can be trained to direct his ener-
|
gies upon his environment. He can be taught that a reality is not as
harsh and forbidding as he conceives it to be He just does
not know from experience ,,,,,,Ina word, treatment consists of so-
j
cializing the individual, of attaching the emotions to wholesome inter- i
ests," ^
The social worker is concerned with social treatment of the individu-
j
al. Such treatment is considered as valuable for aiding the patient’s re- i
covery as treatment received in the hospital, '
The social Viforker in a state hospital works in three fields. First, l
the worker spends her efforts in taking histories. This fvinction is of
great importance as it is essential that the physicians have pre-hospital
histories of patients in order to make their diagnoses. Judgment and care t
in balancing facts, tact, and resovircefulness are required of the worker^ i
Second, the social worker provides a link between the patient and his
family. She accomplishes this in several ways. She locates relatives.
She may give personal services, assist both the patient and his family
adjust to the hospital, and interpret the patient’s illness and the need
1 Leland E, Hensie, "Schizophrenias", Psychoanalysis Today,
Edited by Sandor Lorand, (New York: International Universities I^ress,
1944), pp, 276-277,
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for hospital care.
Finally, the worker receives the patient for supervision in the com-
munity,
Strecker and Ebaugh^ feel that careful psychiatric social service
follow-up and vocational supervision may reclaim many of the schizophrenic
patients after they are discharged back to the coranninity.
The cases were studied to discover the variety and range of the
worker's activities in supervision aimed towards helping the individual
attain in the community the greatest degree of social and economic adjust-
ment within his capacity. The following ten cases were selected for pre-
sentation as the writer felt that they would clearly illustrate without
repetition the diversity of skills and techniques used by the worker in
supervision.
Case A , A thirteen-year old negro girl was hospitalized for three
months. Upon admission, she was wildly excited and appeared hallucinated
in the visual field.
Patient was the fourth of ten siblings bom in the South and residing
there until three weeks before her hospitalization. She was considered
an average student in the r\iral southern school in her community. Patient
was described as quieter than the other children but kind and pleasant.
The first day she arrived in the East she complained of feeling tired,
seemed weak, and had a severe frontal headache. Patient remained in bed
a week and then seemed well and returned to school. She began crying in
school and appeared frightened, growing worse until her condition neces-
1 Strecker, Edward A,, and Ebaugh, Franklin G,
,
Clinical Psychi -
atry, (Philadelphia: P, Blakeston's Son and Co,, 1931), p, 4l3,
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sitated her hospital admission. She was diagnosed as siiffering from
Schizophrenia—Catatonic type,
|j
li
Patient improved rapidly and appeared quiet and cooperative; at- ij
I
tended social affairs and occupational therapy classes. After three
|
months of hospitalization, she was pennitted to return home.
It was felt that the change in environment—from a rural southern
!
town to an urban northern city—was an important factor in precipitating ’
this girl’s mental illness. In addition to this, this youngster was faced
[
II
with the need of making a school adjustment,
|
Five contacts were made during the supervisory year. At the worker’s
jj
suggestion, patient did not return to school upon her release in the
;|
:]
spring. In this v/ay, patient was given an opportunity to adjust to her
j
new home without any other need for adjustment pressing upon her. During ij
I
the summer, she played with the younger members of her family, helped with
!
the housework, but did not venture out into the community, ji
In the fall, she returned to school. Worker visited the school and i
talked with Patient’s teacher. As she needed special attention because of
I
her retardation in school subjects, she was assigned to a special class,
j,
1
'
The main emphasis in this class was on homemaking and not on academic sub-
|
jects. The Worker interpreted Patient’s need for security and understand-
|
ing to the teacher and obtained the teacher’s interest. Patient gained i
security and self-confidence, made a good school adjustment, and by the
[
end of the supervisory year seemed to be progressing towards a happy,
i
normal personality,
|
The Worker’s skill is indicated by her alertness to recognize in
|
whom lay her greatest asset for helping this girl realize a satisfying
j
social adjustment. With ten children, her parents had little time to de-
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vote to this child. Her teacher, however, was able to provide the means
to strengthen the ego. The Worker used interpretation, manipulation, and
suggestion to accomplish her objective.
Case B, A forty-seven year old man had been constantly hospitalized
for twenty-tifvo years.
Patient was bom in Ireland and came to the United States in 1910,
He attended school and completed the fifth grade. After leaving school,
he worked in a box factory. He had many jobs, but v/as always considered
to be a poor and unambitious worker. Patient finally stopped working.
About eight years prior to his admission, he began to be careless about
his personal appearance, often stayed out all night, and slept in his
clothes. Just prior to his admission. Patient began to get irritable.
One day at noon, he lighted all the gas jets in the house, thought he
heard voices, and had ideas of persecution. He was diagnosed as Schizo-
phrenic—Simple type.
During his clinical course, he lacked insight into his condition,
but enjoyed the institutional life. He worked in various jobs, doing such
work as porter detail and work in the Physicians* cottages. He attended
social functions and read extensively. Patient had various somatic com-
plaints throughout his hospital residence. Except for this preoccupation
with his health and a few vague ideas about the war, he remained free
from acute psychotic symptoms for a long period of time,
V/hen it was felt that Patient was ready for trial in the community.
Worker talked with Patient regarding eii5)loyinent and offered him a position
in the laundry of a private mental hospital. Worker took Patient to see
his prospective employer and the living conditions accompanying the job.
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He decided to try this work and found great satisfaction in having his
own room and eating in the employees* cafeteria*
After twenty-two years in an institution, even the simplest ventures
outside the institution's walls took on the air of great adventures* A
trip to the circus provided an immense thrill for Patient, A trip into
Boston kept him in conversation for hours. The papers and forms accom-
panying present every-day living presented tremendous problems for this
man* The social worker was able to assist by filling in income tax re-
turn, selective service questionnaire, and application for bank book*
The Worker took Patient on a visit to the bank, explaining the banking
procedure and introducing him to the bank officials* She made his ap-
pointments for eye examination and gave him instructions for locating the
doctor's office*
The Worker provided a link between Patient and community, accepting
the role of the go-between when Patient found himself at a loss to cope
with the situation* She recognized his need for dependency and allowed
him to use her to gain security and self-confidence* The Worker’s con-
timed patience and willingness to help provided patient with a refuge
and a friend. There were no relatives or friends to assume this role*
The Worker led the Patient from the life of a patient in a mental hospi-
tal to that of an employee in an institution* Not too great a difference
existed in the physical environment* Skillful job placement gave him a
sense of success 8uad accomplishment. Experiences that would possibly
cause him embarrassment or make him feel inferior were avoided by skill-
ful manipulation of environment*
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Case C» A forty-four year old woman was hospitalized in 1933 when
she was excited, combative, untidy, and deluded*
Patient was one of several siblings. She apparently developed nor-
mally and was considered a bright intelligent child. At seventeen years
of age, she spent two years in a nurses’ training school and was employed
as a nurse for a few years. At about the age of twenty, she met a married
man many years older than she and had one child by him. She was supported
by him until her commitment. Financial reverses in 1933 made it neces-
sary for him to reduce Patient's standard of living* This change seemed
to \mdermine Patient’s feeling of security and created a panic reaction
so that she sought a lawyer in an effort to obtain a definite settlement*
She became fearful that she and her daughter were in danger, bothered the
neighbors during the night accusing them of withholding information, be-
came excited and stated that she was getting messages inside her head*
On admission to the hospital. Patient expressed the idea that her
lover was dead or being operated on and that her true parents were the
King and Queen of England, She was diagnosed as Schizophrenic—Paranoid
type. She required tube feedings and was mute, confused, and defiant*
Improvement began after a few months and Patient was granted parole. She
attended occupational therapy classes and seemed to have some insight*
She was always haughty and superior in her attitude* Gradually she be-
came more sociable and friendly* Patient was anxious to leave the hos-
pital eind, after a hospitalization of nine years, it was felt that she
was ready to retuni to the community*
She v;as interviewed by the social worker and at that time stated
that she felt that she would have to be self-supporting* Her best source
for making a living was her ability to cook. Patient showed evidence of
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good intellectual ability and culture. These assets, combined with her
desire to go into the community, seemed to point towards the possibility
of satisfactory economic and social adjustment,
Viforker took Patient to an employment agency. The agency had previ-
ously been informed of Patient’s illness and they referred her for a po-
sition as assistant cook in the faculty house of a large women’s college.
Although transportation was provided by the social worker. Patient was
interviewed alone and accepted the position.
All supervision interviews were held in a nearby railroad depot away
from her place of employment. She never mentioned her pre-hospital life
and Vlorker respected her privacy as it did not seem to interfere with her
post hospital adjustment. It took several interviews before a positive
relationship was established between Patient and Worker, She came to
regard Worker as a trusted friend with whom she was able to discuss her
problems.
Worker accepted Patient completely. She did not try to delve into
the recesses of the past. She was careful to protect Patient from any
unpleasantness that might have arisen if co-workers were aware of the
hospitalization. Attention must be paid to the existing ignorances and
fears of most lay people in regard to mental illness. Patient’s inherent
proudness and sensitiveness were appreciated by the worker and the ap-
proach was guided by the Worker’s knowledge of these characteristics.
Case D, A thirty-six year old single man was hospitalized for
three years.
As far as is known, early development of this man was normal. He
obtained good grades in school and, after completing three years of high
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school, left to go to work. He was employed in various mills but was not
employed for three years prior to his hospital admission. Patient was
described as a quiet, thoughtful, generous individual. He was rather
sensitive, yet seemed to get along with people, although he never had a
large group of friends.
The first change in Patient’s personality was noticed a few years
prior to admission to the hospital. At this time, he began to work ir-
regularly, to be disagreeable, critical, and fault-finding. He remained
by himself a good deal and seemed very pre-occupied. After leaving work,
he lived for a while with his sisters and then joined his father in a
rural section. There he becaone more seclusive, would not mingle with
neighbors, became careless of his person, and was observed talking to
himself. He was hospitalized and diagnosed as Schizophrenia—Other types,
j
ViTiile hospitalized he continued to be seclusive, pre-occupied, and
j
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somewhat underactive. He tended to express fellings of inferiority and
i
inadequacy. He admitted losing interest in everything. He displayed no
interest in leaving the hospital. Parole was immaterial to him and week-
j
end visits to his relatives were refused by him. Slowly he began to take
an interest in recreational activities of the hospital and seemed more !
sociable, friendly and cooperative. He continued to refuse opportunities
|
to leave the hospital stating he liked the hospital as well as any place
he could be. After refusing to consider several positions offered to
him over a period of several months, he was told of the possibility of
j
employment with a group center. Patient shov^ed some interest, stated he
|
knew of the labor shortage, and was willing to do his share, I
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After accepting the position, a room was obtained for Patient in a 1
li
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by a minister and his wife who v^ere interested in helping people. Patient
was given an opportunity to interview his en^iloyers sind the people at the
j
lodging house. The final decisions regarding both were left up to him. I
I
The favorable aspects of both situations seemed to motivate him to desire i
to do his share towards getting along in the community. An understanding
i
employer gave him an opportianity to work where he was among people. He ^
contacted his sister and spent the day with her several times. His land-
j
lady took a motherly, but not demanding, interest in him. He grew to look i
back on his hospital experience as "the lean years". He gained self-
confidence, poise, and independence, yet made no close friends. ji
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It might be said in this case that the Worker enticed the Patient I
;i
/
out of the hospital and arranged the environment so that it was pleasing
to him. Yet, Patient was given an opportunity to have a part in the de-
cisions. This giving Patient some of the responsibility for making a
j
successful adjustment was important. Nine contacts were laade by the
||
social worker in the supervisory year. The Worker saw both the landlady ij
I
and the employer and was able to keep both interested in promoting Pa-
jj
tient*s better social and economic adjustment, i
ij
Case E . A thirty-year old v/oman was hospitalized in 1937 because of ij
religious preoccupations and drunkenness, '
[!
Patient had a very irregular childhood as her father died v/hen she I
was two years of age and her mother was mentally ill, necessitating hos-
|
pitalization when Patient was nine. The child was then brought up by
guardians in a very strict environment. She was continuously reminded
|
that she would some day be like her mother. Patient received a high
|
school and secretarial training. She was considered a better than aver- I
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age student. She seemed to have been friendly, sociable, and interested
in such group activities as music, dancing, and card playing.
Patient was employed as a personal secretary and held her last po-
sition for seven years. She was considered an excellent typist and was
very well thought of in the office. She continued to work although her
unusual behavior was becoming noticeable in the office.
Patient eloped with a co-worker when she was twenty-one. The mar-
riage was never approved by her guardians or relatives. Patient's mari-
tal life was not very happy and she began drinking after her marriage.
Three years after the marriage, her husband's mother came to live in the
home. She and the mother-in-law were not very congenial. In 1934, her
mother-in-law left the home. Patient then began to display acute psy-
chotic symptoms. She began to drink heavily and accused her husband of
cruel and abusive treatment. She engaged in promiscuous activity with
a taxi driver. She talked a great deal about religion and gave the Bible
strsinge interpretations. She was diagnosed as Schizophrenia—Paranoid
type.
After hospitalization of two months, she v^as allow^ed a few days*
visit with her husband. Patient tried to commit suicide by "falling" from
a second-story window. Five months later she had improved to the extent
that she was able to work in the hospital laundry. She continued to
talk a great deal of how much she had sinned, believed that she belonged
in jail, and that suicide was the only way out. Patient retained marked
homosexual drives and instincts which she did not permit overt expression.
She attempted to escape after one and a half years of hospitalization.
Six months later, she was able to take part in activity and entertainments.
She helped publish the hospital magazine and worked in the library. Pa-
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tient learned to operate a special type of typewriter. After five years
of hospitalization, smd in view of her relatively good hospital adjust-
ment and good intellectual ability, it was felt desirable for Patient to
return to the community.
Patient was not visited by her husband for two yearsprior to leaving
the hospital and nothing was known of his whereabouts. Relatives were
not in close contact with Patient, It was necessary for Patient to be
self-supporting.
The social service department was asked to assist in making plans
for Patient, As she was especially skilled in typing and operating this
new machine, the worker contacted the manager of the company and obtained
a position for Patient in a downtown office, A room was located near her
place of employment and she left the hospital to attempt to make a place
for herself in the community.
Throughout the year that followed the worker visited her fifteen
times. Patient felt insecure, had many guilt feelings about her past mis-
deeds, lacked self-confidence, and needed an opportunity to talk out her
marital problem which disturbed her. Her two main sources of worry were
her religion and her marriage. The Worker listened. She reassured and
encouraged. Patient seemed able to handle her own social life, but be-
came a little over-interested in a mission. In an effort to redirect her
interests, the Worker arranged a dinner party in a downtown restaurant
for Patient and another former patient. She tried to show her that she
could be accepted in society end that her past life did not make her con-
spicuous nor appear different from anyone else. Somehow Patient could
not meet the situation that her clerical position placed her in and volun-
tarily found herself a job as a counter girl in one of a large chain of
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restaurants. She abandoned her religious ideas, and although easily sug-
gestible, seemed to make a better social adjustment in the new job. The
worker used her suggestibility constructively and was able to counteract
many detrimental factors in her work environment. At the end of the year.
Patient seemed to have developed better judgment and seemed happy doing
active work.
Case F . A twenty-eight year old single man was hospitalized for about
nine years. He was an only child and was brought up in a home of moderate
circximstances with apparently normal development. He graduated from high
school and was thought to be of average intelligence. Shortly after gradu-
ation, he became irritable and seclusive. He was unable to sleep nights
and had many somatic complaints. He was convinced that he had a bad heart.
He developed an intensive interest in religion. On the evening prior to
his admission to the hospital, he entered the church during the evening
service, walked up the aisle, vaulted the altar railing, and began to ci^
at the foot of the altar.
While in the hospital. Patient appeared confused, suspicious, and
anprehensive. He was diagnosed as Schizophrenic—Catatonic type. His
clinical course shov/ed him to be oriented, pleasant, cooperative, and tidy
at all times. Patient received a series of camphor- oil- treatments,
series of metrazol, and a series of electric shock. Following the electric
shock therapy, he became increasingly more social, made a better institu-
tional adjustment, shov:ed more ambition and initiative, and looked forward
to being located outside the hospital. Patient had parole and worked
in the hospital kitchen and canteen.
Patient was allowed on day visits with his family. Although he was
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agreeable and pleasant with his parents, he would not venture out of the
house and refused to see any visitors. He believed the neighbors pitied
him and regarded him as "crazy".
The Worker took her clue from the patient and discussed institutional
work with Patient, This type of work would necessitate his living away
from home. He accepted Worker's suggestion for placement in a private
mental hospital as kitchen boy. Here he made excellent contact withtis
employer. He visited home occasionally but could not stand being the
center of attention.
This young man had no work experience. His work experience in the
hospital was utilized by the Worker, His parents presented a great prob-
lem, They could not understand his attitude and it was necessary for the
Worker to spend considerable time in interpretating Patient's illness to
the family. At the same time Patient was gaining tremendous satisfaction
from being able to cupport himself. He never made any close friends
during the year and made no efforts to do so. He saved his money and re-
ceived a thrill in watching his bank account grow. At the end of the
year, he indicated that he might consider living at home once again. The
Worker, by careful job placement was able to provide Patient with a source
of security so that he was able to face former friends and associates.
Case G , represents a thirty-year old single woman admitted to the
hospital after ein apparent suicidal attempt. She was diagnosed as
Schizophrenic—^Hebephrenic type and hospitalized for one year.
Patient's life had always been rather difficult and colorless inas-
much as she started to work at an early age and remained in one job for
over fifteen years. She was the main support of her mother and siblings.
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Patient had been hard of hearing since ten years of age and was quite
sensitive about her deafness* Her family was always sympathetic toward
her and over-protected her. She was domineered by her sister and mother
and never was able to make her own decisions. Her family interfered with
and discouraged her marriage to a man for whom she was very fond. They
always used her deafness as the reason. In 1927, one sister died. With
the added financial responsibility. Patient became depressed and had to
stop working.
She was cared for at home until her attempted suicide. She admitted
auditory hallucinations and thought that people were talking about her.
While in the hospital, her mood varied between silliness and anger. She
required hydrotherapy. Occupational assignments failed to interest her.
After her acute psychotic symptoms subsided, she was permitted day visits
with her family. She seemed to adjust well in the home and was released
on visit.
The Worker discussed the family attitude towards Patient and sugges-
ted that they be less protective. Patient expressed a desire to work and
the physician approved this plan. However, Patient’s sister contradicted
this advice and succeeded in keepint Patient from employment. She would
not permit Patient to drav/ social security benefits as she felt no member
of her family should take money from the government even if it belonged
to them.
When the employment plan failed. Worker tried to find ways to en-
courage Patient to get more recreation. Worker arranged an appointment
at a guild for the hard of hearing hoping that Patient would be able to
make social contacts here. Patient was self-conscious about lip reading
and failed to attend the guild regularly. Red Cross home work was sug-
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At the end of the year. Patient had achieved a fair social adjust-
ment but lacked initiative and resourcefulness since she had been so often
discouraged by the family.
This case illustrated the methods that the Worker tried to use to
overcome some of the family dominance. The family could not be antago-
nized, yet the Worker tried to release the patient. However, the pattern
was of too long standing and this patient fell back into her former mode
of eadstence. Sometimes it takes as much skill to leave a situation with-
out causing a family upset as it does to try to redirect interests.
Case H
.
indicates a sixty-two year old woman who was constantly hos-
pitalized for fourteen years. Previous to commitment she had reacted to
auditory hallucinations and expressed various delusions.
Patient left high school and went into nursing, graduating in 1910,
She was always of a quiet disposition and inclined to take things too se-
riously, She was sensitive to minor upsets in her environment but was a
hard worker. She was absorbed in her nursing work and continued this
work after her marriage. She had one child, a son, and apparently led a
happy marital life.
About a year before hospitalization. Patient began to write letters
to various people of wealth, telling them things about their families.
She became hallucinated and deluded, her ideas having a religious tinge.
She was diagnosed as Schizophrenic—Paranoid type.
While in the hospital, she continued to express paranoid ideas. She
adjusted herself on the ward and was eii5)loyed in the sewing room. She ;
talked considerably about religion but was able to enjoy and retain parole
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Her husband died and her son went into the armed service while Patient
was still hospitalized.
In 1943 she was considered well enough to go out into community.
Patient did not want to gDWith any relatives although she had both a
brother and a sister. She feared that they would criticize her regarding
her mental illness. Social service found a boarding home for Patient,
She made a good adjustment here and was anxious to obtain eii5)loyment.
She was placed as an infirmary maid in a junior college. We see the
worker utilizing Patient's pas history in choosing an environment that
would be familiar to this woman. This position was held for seven months.
During this time, the Worker was active in helping to establish a social
life that would interest Patient, Among other things, tickets to a con-
cert were given to this patient and time off to attend v/as arranged with
her employers, Vrtien school closed for the summer. Patient needed to be
placed in another position. She accepted a position as ward attendant in
one of the state sanatoria. Active participation was continued by the
worker in halping Patient plan social contacts. The worker met Patient
for dinner, the movies, and often took her riding. She made excellent
work progress and her ability to nurse was recognized by the Institution,
Her salary v/as increased and she began to assiuae some of the regular nurs-
ing duties. By the end of the year, she was able to attend her son's
wedding and fill her role as the groom's mother. She was placed on
graduate nurse level in her work. Follow-up reports show that she has
maintained this social and economic level up to the present time.
The Worker v/as active in both the social and economic life of this
patient and came to be regarded as a close friend. The ^vorker used her
skill in re -adjusting the environment and social situation to give the
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patient relief from aiLxiety, dependency, and disappointment. The patient
obtained increased self-understanding and self-acceptance and was able to
fimction as a personality in her own right.
Case I , represents a forty-year old man hospitalized for a year. He
has been depressed and worried over the possibility of venereal infection.
As a child, he developed normally and never presented any problem
as a youngster. He graduated from elementSLry school and continued for
two years of trade school, Follov^ing this, he attended a technical school
and studied carpentry. He worked as a carpenter until five years before
hospitalization. He then became a member of the city fire department.
He felt this position offered his family more security.
Patient was happily married »nd had one samll child. He always was
of a sensitive nature inclined to take things too seriously. He
could never understand joking. He felt his fellow workers were talking
about him and accusing him of having a venereal infection. He insisted
repeatedly upon having blood tests. He was diagnosed as Schizophrenic
—
Paranoid type.
His clinical course showed him to improve rapidly and he was given
occupational therapy. Before his return home, the worker visited Patient’s
wife »nd found her to be a loving person who was anxious to have her hus-
band return and resume his place as head of the house. His job on the
|
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fire depsirtment staff was available to him whenever he was able to return.
|
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His wife had succeeded in keeping the home that they were purchasing
and had rented two of the rooms while Patient was away. Patient under-
stood her action and appreciated her efforts. Patient returned home and
for a time kept himself occupied doing small repair jobs about the house.
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The V/orker displayed a friendly interest in Patient's activity but
did not need to give person as much attention as she did some of the other
patients. He returned to his former position in a different station and
there enjoyed group functions with H.s co-workers. He requested his re-
lease before his year was completed so that he might care for his proper-
ty and financial matters. The Worker recommended this release and it was
granted.
The objective of social treatment is a better adjustment for the
patient and the highest degree of self-direction, independence, and self-
maintenance of which the individual is capable in his environment. A
study of the personality of the individual and his innate capacities re-
vealed the ability to plan and guide his own existence and that of his
family.
Case J . is that of a thirty-six year old single woman. She was the
third of her family to be hospitalized for mental illness. Patient was
born in Canada in 1907, She was always considered sociable and gay.
She was everybody's friend and extremely easy-going. She went through
the eighth grade in school and came to this country when she was twenty-
two years old.
She enjoyed driving an automobile but was not interested in organiza-
tions or group activity. Her morals were questionable. She was con-
sidered a good housekeeper and, when her sister was committed to a mental
hospital, she took over the care of her home and family, 1/Vhen the sister
recovered, she helped her brother-in-law print lottery tickets in the
cellar of the home. When the authorities caught up with this activity,
she was relieved of any definite duties and started to display acute psy-
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There was a question of Patient’s engaging in heterosexual activities
with her sister’s husband. Two months after her sister’s return, she had
lost weight, become quiet and less active. No atten^jt was made by her to
obtain work out of the home. Following the indictment for her arrest for
engaging in illegal activities, she developed a rigid, mechanical appear-
ance, She became deeply depressed and had numerous crying spells. She
ate slowly and inadequately. She heard voices and obeyed their directions
to climb out of the window and believed her food w'as drugged.
She was hospitalized in the same institution as her sister had been
previously and diagnosed as Schizophrenic—Catatonic type.
The precipitating factors in the case seemed to be lack of employ-
ment, displaced position in the household, and the coxxrt charges.
The Patient’s clinical course showed her to be mute, negativistic,
and resistive. Electric shock therapy was given and she in^roved rapid-
ly, After six months of hospitalization, she was ready to retiim to the
community. She went to live v/ith another sister and obtained a job in a
textile mill. She made a good economic adjustment but continued to visit
her former home weekends. Her brother-in-law had a great deal of affec-
tion for her and the family situation became very difficult. The Y/orker
on one hand was trying to keep the sister out of the hospital and func-
tioning adequately in her own home yet this Patient seemed to need the
home also. The sister feared, and was justified in her fears, that her
position as wife and mother was being iindermined by the Patient,
The Worker tried to stress the Patient’s successful economic adjust-
ment so that she could realize security from this source. The Worker also
tried to help the sister accept the situation in the home and avoid un-
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,
.©q^d oXxxcX'a:^aO~-oxa»3'iiiqosxdo8 cb beaoajBib boa Yleoo'ivoiq
-^oXqoe lo sioaX acf od bofli^oa o»bo aiij ax aiod-'Bl aaiaB.tXql’OBiq oriT ^
I
.B®3X»fdo dnaoo exW- bcuj r,bXod©8c/cri ©riJ ai aox^fxaoq b-soaXqaife ,-iiiam
^oidaxvxd-Ba^a ,©djJBr od od idd bomfods oc iaoo XBoxaxXo i '^xxoli-Bl ©/£!
-btqa'x bartj'iqai adz baa airrig aatf afoode oiiXosIa .©vld-axaai bop
odd oJ- OTCirdei ocr
-^bj&ea bbw ©ria .floiduaiiBdxqaoif lo arfdaocr xia *i»dlA
.'^X
B al dvl ^ boalsi&iio baa To^exa TOiUocuj rl^iw^xX <k3 ct’aev/ ong .Y^Xnuraaoo
I
jrXaxv oJ" baxini.taoo ^wu da-^iadeuf^bM oLooaouo boc^ e objer^ d/i8 .IIxiv &Xi:tx«d
-oella lo Xaob a bad vxBl-rrx-iertJ'd'xcf ^<..H . ibaedx'BW <jfltoa 'xomol isd
ledioW adT
-;tXaoXll-cb V*av oniBOsd aoidaxrc^^ie T^Xxrael add ba« lad iol ao.:d
-oxixfl baa XBdxqaod add lo duo ladeXa aad qaed od a«jL'^*xd 3ba' baad ono ao ',
©dd bean od daeidsl. sidd d&x omod awe asri ai aniooid
nod daxld ^axael nad ax baxlidauj; aBW hne ,baiBel 'ladexa adT .oeXa ainod
.daoidal add boaXanaocu gaiad 8>»w nariJoia Imu aliw sa isoxdiaoq
-d8U(,b# piOToaooa Xulaaojoua a'das cdBl add s:aa‘xJe od bax*id eriT
08 Xb 'ladaoff edT .aonuoa aidd Btortl '^diiueoa eaXIae-x i-Iuoo aria darid oa dnaw
-CLU biovB boB aittod odd ai 'loidBudxe add dcayoB if daXs .dd aLad od baiid
^lt- r J5^ 'Xl : _al
necessary marital friction*
It is difficult, but necessary at times, to void focusing on an in-
dividual to the exclusion of his family. The skilled worker, even though
she may not be able to bring about ideal conditions, can improve the situ
ation. The Patient's work took her out of the household most of the time
and in this way the tension between the two sisters was lessened. The
Worker appreciated the sister's fear and was a good listener. The fact
that both individuals were still in the community at the end of the year
gave the Worker hope that both may find some degree of satisfaction.
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fix a& no ^nlawno^ bxov oo^ ^aarerxd’ -^xaBecoon ,;fXnox‘i'lii) si ;M
d^tioiUt nave ,TSQf'to«' bellMe ariT .xliaal z id lo noia«Iaxe''"'rfj- Jjmhtvth
’ifdis ©rfi efvo*xqffix neo ^eaotdibaoo laobi fpotfe ^axad 9idB «cf don
aatid" exU' lo daoa blod^ei/oii ond lo ds/o iurl jiood dnovr z'&oBidA^ edT ..-.taxH+B
oriT .baneeeel en«r a'lacfexa oa& f*dd n&ov'dffd noxsnat axfd- '^ja# sMct nx boa
doB“i ;?xIT .Taxioi’exI boo;® a 8iJ«i baj? 'uerl c'xad’axa eriJ" bA^Xjoxod'xqcje 'lasTiof
Xftoy lo bna odd dB ^Jiaumaor, ori;/ nl Jilife e*iaw alBXfblvxbnX lid-ocf
.ROi:^o£lB xjx>B lo eeigoJb awre bnxl yjsar xi^oo oqorl oxid ovag
‘f
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CHAPTER Y
SUMMARY AKD CONCLUSIONS
This study was undertaken to find to what extent forty-one schizo-
phrenic patients could adjust economically sind socially in the community
one year after hospitalization. The study, furthermore, was designed to
find what was done by the social service workers to help the patient
achieve this adjustment and to ansv/er the following questions. V,Tiat role
did the social worker play? What particular skills and techniques did
the worker employ? To what degree was the patient able to regain his
former economic and social adjustment?
The group of forty-one patients studied included fifteen males and
twenty-six females. All but two of the patients were white. The length
of hospital residence ranged from under six months to over twenty-one
years. The ages of the patients on admission were widely scattered from
twelve years to fifty-eight years. The median age was thirty-one. There
was a variety of differential diagnoses with four cases of Catatonia, two
of Hebephrenia, seventeen Paranoid, one Siii5)le, and seven Other Types.
Of the forty-one schizophrenic patients, six cases improved economi-
cally whereas fifteen cases dropped to a lower level economically.
Twenty remained in the same pre-admission occupational classification.
The greatest change in economic status occurred in patients who formerly
held high-rated positions. Only one in each of the three highest econom-
ic classifications were able to gain their positions again. The members
of the semi -and unskilled group were for the most part able to resume
their former status. The post-hospital tendency was to draw nearer the
average pre-hospital adjustment with the number in the upper classes de-
8H0i3ijJ0ifao {RfA Yfi-u^aRra ^
;|
-osidoa ias;txo Ji}dw ci^ ^brri'l a^HB&^ebau ssm x^v&a aixiT t
•^xmmitoo sfid rti •^Ilflryoa ba/: ^XXiioxiHoaoos dBuf,b<e bluoo e^'nax^.Mq oinotrfq i
o^" bartjiBQb saw ^y^bisdz oriT .aoid’jeaiXjBct'iqaori isole oao
|
J-aalfjiq 9iiJ qX&d Ov aa^alaow hoivtea Lsiooa efi& xd &nob asw &Mciw bixih |
i
oXoT darCtf ,sao£da»t/p odd itfvtantt od bae dai^jadzuf^ba suid yysldoe
^
I
bib aet/pindood ba: alLUa Uiluoid'tpq djcdii •lasitow X^i-oB 6rf;t bib
eXxI fliAaei cd eld» dnold^q ntid saw oeigeb Xfirbf oT rvoXrm© odd
?;tnstflx;^’8irf;ba Xaiooa bttj: oLnoncr*©
r*
bae eolxxrr rceed^xl bebjuXoax h&ibudz p.dactidiiq sco-y^dicJ Xo qwcij oxiT
rfiji:x©X orlT .€wtiilw 9*i©w aJ^aaiJaq ©ri^ lo owjjt dud l£A .aal^-ia©! xlz-^x^do'Md
onc-\'^aQKd lavo pd cdduoc: xxs lobao iaotX ba^nxii son^bisei Xab^xqaorl lo
nrotc^ b^iBi’X'aoe •^Xebiw ©lew aoieaxxab*; ao eoauxif^q oriel lo oriT .?*i£.eY
<?
oioriT .oao-Y^itikl' ajsvr aaibaor ^ii". tri3 i£>--^d‘lxl oeX ai^saY erXawd
.1
ow;l‘ t©xxto;tjB^aD lo Boe;;o lyol ddivr ^ezoa^Jith Isldao’t'^i’i'idb lo ^d^oixe^ b eaw
.soq^T loifd-O novae vn^ *eXi^P sao ^bxooB'iu^ ao9daeev9& ^BX^^xl;vx^e>fl lo
-j.
i
-xieioxrooe bavoTiqBtx aaaBO xxe ,Edxt©id^x;q o^n >iXqosxrio8 ©no->{d‘*tol ©xW 10
.^XlBObnonoo© loval •tewoX js od" boqqoxo eosjpo nood'irl ©boioiIk -^jiXXbo
. aoid'BOxlxeaBXo laaoXd^«qaooo aoIsEx/ab/i-oiq omao odd xix baxixjanr©*! ^d^at»v»T .’
I
^XiaffTtol oxlw adaoidaq at boiujooo ax/dod-a olfmnooe ax oyiBrio d’cod^BOtj oriT
-atoaooe d-aarigiri oexrid ©xld lo ifoBO ax ©ao \IiiO .aaoid-xaoq bod-ai-ri^iri bloif
f
.
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aiodaajn oriT .oie^" enoid^itoq liorid' aZjsg od" oLde oiei. uXxo'd^BOxl^aa/'.Xo oi
oaujii&i od oidji d'WfT iao-T orid’ xol ©low qx/oig boIXi^lacu bruj-toos arid lo
arid lotBsa winb od a.ew yonobn&d Xjediqeori-deoq oriT ,sixdads ^^lo^xol liorid
-3b aoeeaXo *toqqix ©rid" ni ^^dflIX^a ©rid ridiw dnaordawt'^B lad"^ qaori-i-*iq ©^biovb
j
creased
Thirteen patients were classified as making a poor post-hospital
social adjustment, fourteen fair, nine good, and four excellent. Three
cases could not be classified. Eighteen cases regained the same degree
of social adjustment as prior to admission, eight improved, twelve fell
below their previous classifications, and three could not be classified.
Again, socially as economically, the post-hospital tendency was to
draw nearer the average pre-hospital adjustment. However, socially, the
change was not as great as economically. More individuals were able to
maintain their pre-hospital social standing in the upper classifications.
The group at the end of one year in the community showed a greater
gain socially than economically.
The social worker was concerned with both the economic and social
adjustment of the patient. The particular role she played in the post-
hospital adjustment depended upon the individual patient and his needs.
The social worker was active in assisting four patients to find po-
sitions and actually placed nine patients. The worker had some contact
with eveiy patient studied, visiting on the average of once a month.
All forty-one patients required some help in readjustment to the
comiiTunity following their hospitalization for mental illness. The v/orker
studied each case and determined where the major problem lay. The cases
presented a variety of situations. They all had more than one difficul-
ty and these problems included emotional, social, and environmental ad-
justments.
Once the major problem was determined, the worker was free to use
skill. The worker in several cases found her role in adjustment of the
environment. She employed her skill in the use of community resources
oc
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oxid od Jii&iadci/(,bao'i nx qlsrf tcjoa bsxiopt^’: adxib.’dxq aac-qduo'i XXA
xoiriow drfT .jSoaXX,': Xadxiba; 'lo*! .xoxdasxXadicacrf '*x»rij ^xii.iYoXXo'i ^d; xiij «:.oy
303ao 9Jii'
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said in anticipating community and family misconceptions. The worker en-
listed the help of the school, church, and agency and, by stimulating in-
terest in the patient, was able to help the individual towards security
and independence, (Cases A, D, I, and J illustrate this point.)
When the worker found that the emotional life of the patient needed
her attention and seemed to present the major problem, the worker en^loyed
her skill in redirecting emotional ties and encouraging the development
of new ties. She allowed the patient to verbalize the problem, to re-
lease his tension, and avoided painful recollections and issues, (See
Cases C, E, and F,),
The worker effected changes in environment involving the patient and
his family by providing a means of existence other than in his own home,
thus relieving the patient of many emotional stresses, (Case F,).
V/here the major problem v/as in social relationships, the worker
spent much time in making and planning social contacts for these patients,
(Cases B, G, and H,),
The degree of help the worker gave to the patient in making a satis-
factory social and economic adjustment depended upon her skill. Skill
in planning, use of resources, patience, resourcefulness, and av/areness
of the patient’s needs--all were made use of. She determined where her
attention was needed most and evaluated both the constructive and de-
structive factors.
On the whole, it is felt that the patient was successful in main-
taining himself in the community with a high degree of self-direction
and maintenance, and that the worker was able to assist him in the ad-
justment of his post-hospital existence so that he was able to enjoy
some degree of happiness and satisfaction.
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Name Age
Date of Hospitalization
Date of discharge
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LL. Previous to hospitalization
A. Economic adjustment:
1« Type of employment
2.
' Income status
3. Quality of i/rork
4. Frequency of viork changes
Bt Social adjustment;
1. Living arrangements
2
.
Relationships vdth members of the household
3. Group activities or special interests
Hit Social Service Participation
1. Contact before leaving hospital
2. Contacts with relatives
3. Contacts with other agencies
4. Frequency of visits to patient out of hospital
5. Nature of contact
IV. Post Hospitalization
A. Economic Adnustment
1. Type of employment
2. Income status
3. Quality of work
4. Frequency of job changes
B, Social Adjustment
1. Living arrangements
2. Relationships vrith members of the household
3. Group activities or special Interests
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